Timeless, Contemporary, Natural Cedar Panels

Profile
The idea of the Silva Panel™ came from the
architects and designers, who were looking
for a more modern approach to exterior
cladding using a natural timber Panel product.
They also evaluated what other materials
stood the test of time through generations of
use in different styles and construction
methods other than Western Red Cedar. The
clear winner is Western Red Cedar.

Silva Panel Canada Ltd. is a

Trade Marked Silva Panel™ is the original 3-ply cross
laminated WRC exterior cladding Panel made from solid
clear grade WRC both in the core and back with a vertical
grain face and is produced to the highest current
industry standards.
Silva Panel™ products have many uses from exterior
applications to our edge glued interior Panels which are
used in ceiling, wall paneling, cabinetry and other high
end interior finishes.
Silva Panels™ have been used all over the World from
Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Korea, Latvia and
Turkey to Alberta and British Columbia and in varied
climatic regions and have stood up well to the harsh
exterior environment of these vastly different countries.
Silva Panel™ products have been tested to the highest
standards in testing facilities such as Forintek in UBC and
at an equally renowned testing facility in Switzerland.

Silva Timber Products Ltd. is also able to assist with
maintenance solutions and installation suggestions.
In today’s climate with sustainable and environmentally
friendly products being the products of choice, Silva
Panel™ has brought to the market a Panel product
which not only meets the standards set today but
surpasses them.
Architects & designers can rest in the knowledge that
when they specify Silva Panels™, they have specified a
product that has no negative impact on the environment
and will add to the natural beauty of any building.
Silva Panels™ are available in either standard or custom
sizes to minimize site cutting and waste.
A fire retardant version of Silva Panel is also available in
compliance with NFPA 13 , ASTM & ULC. Please contact
Silva Panel for details.

Silva Panels™ are available factory coated with water
based stains which are long lasting, environmentally
friendly coatings. This means that Silva Panel products
are not only the best WRC panels available but
coated with the most advanced water based coatings
on the market today.
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